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Abstract: Predictions of the primary breakup of fuel in realistic fuel spray nozzles for aero-engine
combustors by means of the SPH method are presented. Based on simulations in 2D, novel insights
into the fundamental effects of primary breakup are established by analyzing the dynamics of
Lagrangian-coherent structures (LCSs). An in-house visualization and data exploration platform
is used in order to retrieve fields of the finite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) derived from the
SPH predictions aiming at the identification of time resolved LCSs. The main focus of this paper
is demonstrating the suitability of FTLE fields to capture and visualize the interaction between the
gas and the fuel flow leading to liquid disintegration. Aiming for a convenient illustration at a high
spatial resolution, the analysis is presented based on 2D datasets. However, the method and the
conclusions can analoguosly be transferred to 3D. The FTLE fields of modified nozzle geometries
are compared in order to highlight the influence of the nozzle geometry on primary breakup, which
is a novel and unique approach for this industrial application. Modifications of the geometry are
proposed which are capable of suppressing the formation of certain LCSs, leading to less fluctuation
of the fuel flow emerging from the spray nozzle.
Keywords: primary breakup; smoothed particle hydrodynamics; Lagrangian-coherent structures;
fuel atomization; jet engine combustor
MSC: 76; 65; 35

1. Introduction
In order to reduce the environmental impact of air traffic, aero-engine manufacturerers aim at
higher efficiencies and less pollutant emissions. The combustion technology and its optimization play
a key role in this context. Previous investigations by Lefebvre, Jones, and Knudsen [1–3] demonstrated
that the formation of pollutants depends on the quality of the fuel spray injected into engine combustors.
The characteristics of the fuel spray are significantly influenced by the geometry of the fuel spray
nozzle. In order to optimize the nozzle geometry, a detailed understanding of the local flow field and
the spray formation inside the nozzle is required.
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Due to the high pressure, high temperature, and limited optical access to the nearfield of the
fuel spray nozzle, experimental investigations are impossible at realistic operating conditions of
aero-engines. Hence, numerical predictions may close the gap to study the spray formation.
Compared to conventional grid-based numerical methods such as the volume-of-fluid (VoF)
or level-set (LS) methods, the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) approach offers a variety of
advantages, particularly for the prediction of primary breakup. Due to the fully Lagrangian character
of the method, the interface between gas and liquid is inherently advected in space by the movement of
the uniquely defined particles. Expensive interface tracking or reconstruction and unwanted interface
diffusion are avoided. A numerical code based on the SPH method has been developed at the Institut
für Thermische Strömungsmaschinen (ITS). The suitability of the code to predict the primary breakup
of fuel in generic, but also realistic, industrial use cases has been demonstrated by Braun and Koch [4–6]
and Chaussonnet and Dauch [7–9].
The fundamentals of the process of primary breakup are not yet understood in detail. In order to
investigate the formation of liquid structures during primary breakup, Zandian et al. [10] investigated
the interaction of vortex and interphase dynamics by conventional vortex identification methods. In
contrast to grid-based methods, the SPH method is particularly suited to the investigation of vortex
structures due to its Lagrangian nature, as pointed out by Dauch et al. [11]. Information such as local
residence times or Lagangrian-coherent structures (LCSs), which are difficult to derive from grid-based
simulations, can easily be retrieved.
A workflow for the prediction of two-phase flows in the close vicinity of fuel spray nozzles by
means of the SPH method was developed at the Institut für Thermische Strömungsmaschinen. The
spirit of the workflow and the elements of the process chain are depicted in Figure 1.

Pre-Processing based
on CAD-Model

SPH-Simulation of
Primary Breakup

Data Exploration using
"postAtom"

Figure 1. Virtual fuel spray nozzle test rig. SPH: smoothed particle hydrodynamics.

A CAD file defining the geometry of a nozzle can be used as input for the generation of wall
particle distributions supported by the CAD2SPH workflow presented by Dauch et al. [12]. In a next
step, the simulation is performed by means of a highly efficient SPH solver as presented according
to Braun and Koch [4–6] (please refer to Braun et al. [13] for details about the validation). Finally,
the resulting SPH data sets are investigated qualitatively and quantitatively by means of the interactive
data exploration environment “postAtom”, which was jointly developed and implemented at the
Institut für Visualisierung und Datenanalyse as presented by Dauch et al. [11]. The workflow resembles
a virtual fuel spray nozzle test rig, as outlined by Chaussonnet et al. [14].
In the current study, the multiphase flow of realistic fuel spray nozzle geometries is presented as
predicted by the SPH method in 2D. Fields of the finite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) were derived
by means of “postAtom”, indicating the location of Lagrangian-coherent structures and their evolution
in time and space. We demonstrate how the time-resolved tracking and analysis of LCSs will help to
understand the momentum transfer from the gas to the liquid, and how this affects the formation of
ligament structures during primary breakup. For the purpose of demonstrating the suitability of FTLE
fields to capture and visualize the interaction of phase interface and vortex dynamics, 2D datasets
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are particularly convenient as they can be provided at a much finer spatial resolution than in 3D. The
results support the approach of Zandian et al. [10] to focus on the interaction of vortex and interface
dynamics in order to improve the understanding of the primary breakup process. The investigation
highlights how the inherent advantages of SPH (i.e., the evaluation of FTLE fields at lower costs and
the inherent advection of the phase interface) can be exploited for scientific and technical purposes.
2. Fundamentals
2.1. SPH—Schemes
In order to simulate the multiphase flow of air and fuel in the vicinity of an airblast atomizer,
the smoothed particle hydrodynamics method is used to solve the Navier–Stokes equations. The
Lagrangian form of the continuity and momentum equation are required to derive the SPH schemes for
calculating density ρ, velocity ~v, volume forces f , shear stresses τ, and static pressure p as a function
of space and time t:
Dρ
Dt
D~v
ρ
Dt



~ · ~v ,
= −ρ ∇

(1)

~ p+∇
~ · τ + ρ ~f .
= −∇

(2)

In the present paper, the mass of each particle is set constant, resulting in inherent mass
conservation. A scheme as introduced by Espanol et al. [15] is used for the computation of the
density field:

hρi a = m a ∑ W (~r ab , h),

(3)

b

hV i a =

1
.
∑b W (~r ab , h)

(4)

As pointed out by Hu [16], this scheme can handle large mass discontinuities, which is required in
the present case. The symmetric scheme proposed by Monaghan [17] is used to discretize the pressure
gradient, as it conserves linear momentum:
*

~p
∇
−
ρ

+

=−
a

1
ρa

∑
b

mb
~ W (~r ab , h).
( p a + pb )∇
ρb

(5)

Viscosity is taken into account by the viscosity model according to Szewc [18], which is a
modification of the model pioneered by Cleary [19]. The resulting term to calculate the shear stress
τ with n as the number of dimensions, ~r ab as distance vector, η as a regularizing parameter, and ν
representing the kinematic viscosity is:
*

∇·τ
−
ρ

+

= ∑ 2 ( n + 2) m b
b

a

·

νa + νb ~v ab · (~r ab )
ρ a + ρb (~r ab )2 + η 2

(6)

!

~ W (~r ab , h).
∇

Various studies have demonstrated the suitability of this combination of quadratures for the
prediction of multiphase flows, as presented by Braun [4], Koch [5], and Dauch [7,8]. Following the
weakly compressible approach, the pressure is determined by means of an equation of state (EOS). In
this case, Tait’s equation as originally proposed by Cole [20] is used. Background pressure is required
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to avoid tensile instability (see Liu at al. [21] for details). Indicating background pressure as pb , the
polytropic exponent as κ and the subscript “nom” as index for the reference state, the EOS is:
ρnom c2
p=
·
κ



Vnom
V

κ



− 1 + pback .

(7)

The particles are flagged by an individual ID number, which offers the opportunity to track each
particle inside the computational domain at each time step.
In the current investigation, no turbulence modeling was employed because the turbulent length
scales were resolved. Hence, the spatial resolution needed to be adjusted to capture the Kolmogorov
length as well as the characteristic length scale of the liquid structures of interest. Gorokhovski [22]
recommends a resolution of two to five discretization points per liquid structure.
2.2. LCS and FTLE
As there is no universal and unique definition of a vortex in fluid dynamics, many different
concepts exist aiming at the identification of a vortex—for example, the λ2 criterion suggested by
Jeong and Hussain [23] and the Q-criterion of Hunt [24]. As demonstrated in the pioneering work by
Haller [25], all these concepts suffer from the fact that they are not invariant with regard to a change of
coordinates, as described by:
x = Q ( t ) x0 + b ( t ) ,
(8)
with x0 as the position in the original and x in the new frame of reference. Q (t) and b (t) indicate a
time-dependent matrix and vector, respectively.
As an alternative method, Haller [25] proposes to identify Lagrangian-coherent structures and
interpret them as a coherent vortex structure. Haller [25] demonstrated that ridges in the fields of the
so-called finite-time Lyapunov exponent enable the identification of LCS. The basis for the definition
of the FTLE is the flow map. A flow map φtt0 ( x0 ) associates a position x0 at time t0 with a position x at
time t. In the following, the gradient of the flow map F is considered:

Ftt0 ( x0 ) := ∇φtt0 ( x0 ).

(9)

Based on Ftt0 ( x0 ), the symmetric and objective right Cauchy–Green strain tensor can be defined as:

C( x0 , t0 , t) = [Ftt0 ( x0 )]| Ftt0 ( x0 ).

(10)

As C is symmetric and positive definite due to the invertibility of φtt0 , there are n eigenvalues
0 < λ1 ≤ ... ≤ λn , with n being the number of dimensions. The FTLEtt0 (x0 ) is defined as the scaled
and normalized value of the largest eigenvalue λn ( x0 , t0 , t):
FTLEtt0 ( x0 ) =

1
log(
| t − t0 |

q

λn ( x0 , t0 , t)).

(11)

The time difference |t − t0 | is the reference time span ∆t, and needs to be adjusted individually
according to the time scale of the underlying flow phenomenon. If t > t0 , the FTLE is called
“forward in time” FTLE+ , and for t < t0 , “backward in time” FTLE− . The FTLE+ measures the
rate of separation, whilst the FTLE− measures the attraction between two infinitesimally close particles
advected over ∆t.
In order to determine the fields of the FTLE, the trajectories of tracer particles are integrated based
on a velocity field which is obtained either from numerical simulations or experimental investigations.
In case of SPH, there is no necessity for a transformation from the Eulerian to the Lagrangian frame of
reference. As proposed by Sun et al. [26], fields of the FTLE can directly be retrieved from the SPH
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particles. The regular SPH quadrature for interpolating quantities and their spatial derivatives can
be employed:

~ W (~r ab,0 , h)Vb,0 ,
hFtt0 (~r a,0 )i = ∑~r ab ⊗ L(~r a,0 )∇

(12)

b

"

~ W (~r ab,0 , h)Vb,0
hL(~r a,0 )i = ∑~r ab ⊗ ∇

# −1
.

(13)

b

The position of an adjacent particle b relative to central particle a at time t is ~r ab . The SPH kernel is
denoted as W (~r ab , h), and its derivative as ∇W (~r ab , h). The volume is indicated by Vb,t . The subscript
“0” indicates the reference point in time t0 . The symbol ⊗ represents the dyadic product. Depending
on the local particle distribution, for the correction of the kernel the tensor L is employed according to
Bonet [27]. For further details, the reader is referred to Haller et al. [25] and Sun et al. [26].
In order to efficiently compute FTLE fields based on SPH data sets, the interactive data exploration
environment “postAtom” mainly developed and implemented by the Institut für Visualisierung und
Datenanalyse (IVD) in joint cooperation with ITS, was used. Recently, further features have been
added to the environment, such as parallel coordinate visualization, brushing and linking, as well as
histogram views and much more.
3. Computational Setup (2D)
The geometry of the fuel spray nozzle to be considered in this paper is a modified version of the
geometries defined in the patents by Steinthorsson [28] and Mansour [29]. It consists of one central
cylindrical and two concentric annular flow ducts referred to as inner, outer, and dome air. In between
the inner and outer air ducts, fuel emerges from an annular supply channel called the fuel gallery.
The configuration as depicted in Figure 2 was extracted from Mansour [29].

Fuel Supply

Dome Air
Outer Air

Inner Air

Figure 2. Fuel spray nozzle by Mansour [29].

As pointed out in Section 2.1, this study aims at the details of primary breakup. Due to the required
spatial resolution and the limited computational resources, it is not possible to predict the flow in
the whole combustor. Hence, an adequate smaller computational domain and realistic boundary
conditions need to be defined. In this study, the computational domain comprises the inner and outer
air ducts as well as the exit of the fuel gallery according to Dauch et al. [8]. The fuel spray nozzle
geometry is displayed in Figure 3 on the left-hand side, and the resulting computational domain in
Figure 3 on the right.
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Outlet
Inlet (Gas) II

Inlet (Fuel)

Slip Walls

Inlet (Gas) I

Figure 3. Nozzle geometry and computational domain.

Velocity profiles are imposed at the inlet boundaries as obtained from grid-based CFD predictions
of the flow in the whole combustor. The slip walls are defined in order to mimic the movement of
the flow in a radially outward direction. Please refer to Dauch et al. [8] for further details about the
extraction of the slip walls and the typical shape of the velocity profiles imposed at the inlet of the
domain. In the present case, the geometry of the fuel gallery exit is subject to modifications compared
to the geometry investigated by Dauch et al. [8]. The fuel emerges from an annular duct and is guided
to a conical prefilming surface.
The combustor was operated at a pressure of 1.213 MPa and the average gas temperature was
649 K, corresponding to an average air density of 6.51 kg m−3 . The liquid phase was considered to
be Jet-A1 at a temperature of 363.15 K with a dynamic viscosity of 0.0007375 kg m−1 s−1 , a density
of 731.5 kg m−3 , and a surface tension coefficient of 0.017922 kg s−2 . As pointed out in previous
publications by Dauch et al. [7], the elevation of pressure and temperature leads to smaller liquid
structures during disintegration, and might drastically change the local flow field. The values of
the Mach number inside the inner and the outer air ducts were Mainner = 0.09 and Maouter = 0.12,
respectively. The momentum ratio in the case of the wide slit configuration was approximately
MR = 16. The gas flow was highly turbulent—the order of magnitude of the Reynolds number
was 100,000.
Even though the vaporization is important for the combustion process in gas turbines, it is not
taken into account in the present study. As the focus is on the analysis of the interaction of vortex and
interface dynamics in the very early stage of primary breakup, vaporization is considered not to play a
dominant role with regard to the conclusions that are drawn in this paper. Chemical reactions are not
taken into account for the same reason.
For the sake of a more comprehensible visualization of vortex structures and the opportunity to
provide a much finer spatial resolution of the flow field, the current study is based on SPH computations
in 2D. Thus, an initial particle spacing of 2.5 µm could be realized by only 12.4 Mio. of particles. Due
to this simplification, fluctuations and instabilities in circumferential direction were not captured.
However, the general conclusions drawn from this paper can analogously be transferred to 3D. Please
refer to Dauch et al. [8] for a comparison between 2D and 3D simulations of primary breakup in airblast
atomizers in order to learn more about the limitations of 2D setups.
4. Results and Discussion
In the following, the flow dynamics at the gas–liquid interface of different nozzle geometries
are investigated. First, conventional concepts of flow visualization, such as glyphs representing the
velocity field and vorticity, are used. However, these concepts suffer from various limitations with
regard to the analysis of the interaction between vortex and interface dynamics. Hence, in a second
step, detailed FTLE− fields are presented, enabling a unique insight into the local breakup phenomena.
This post-processing tool demonstrates the strengths of SPH in combination with the LCS concept
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regarding the analysis of liquid breakup phenomena. Finally, the effect of nozzle geometry on primary
breakup is analyzed by means of FTLE− fields.
All results were selected from instances after both liquid and gas flows reached globally
stationary conditions.
The following will distinguish between three variants of the fuel spray nozzle geometry as
depicted in Figure 3. Cross sections of the different variants are illustrated in Figure 4. The first
geometry “I” is referred to as the reference geometry. Geometry “II” is equal to “I”, but contains a
cavity upstream of the prefilmer. Geometry “III” also contains the cavity, but can be distinguished by a
much smaller radial extension of the fuel inlet.

Δr

I - Ref

Δr

Cavity

II

III

Figure 4. Fuel spray nozzle geometries.

4.1. Interaction of Vortices and the Phase Interface
Conventional Visualization—The reference case is based on the nozzle geometry depicted in
Figure 4. Several instances of the velocity field around the gas–liquid interface are illustrated in Figure 5
on the left by means of uniformly distributed glyphs representing the direction of the local velocity
vector. The glyphs are located on nodes of a uniform grid, and the SPH solution was interpolated on
during post-processing. The three instances A–C represent three steps of a periodically reoccurring
flow pattern. At time point t A , the flow on the prefilmer was balanced and no film instabilities were
visible. Due to the onset of an instability at the edge close to the fuel inlet, a film wave was created
resulting in a recirculation zone of the gaseous flow directly downstream of the crest of the wave,
as presented at instant B. Hence, an inversion of the flow direction became visible in the glyphs’
orientation. At time t B , even the flow direction inside the film was locally and temporarily inverted
upstream. The instability grew as did the size of the wave crest until the liquid was discharged
downstream of the prefilmer. Finally, both the accumulated bulk liquid and the collapsing ligaments
formed at the gas–liquid interface pushed the vortex structures further downstream, which eventually
resulted in a stabilized liquid film, coming back to a similar situation as shown in Figure 5A. Please
refer to Video S8 for a more vivid visualization of the liquid interface dynamics.
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(A)

(B)

Crest Formation
Reverse Flow

(C)

ω / 1e-6 s-1
-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

Figure 5. Instantaneous velocity vector and vorticity fields. (A): Balanced Condition t0 ; (B): Vortex
Formation t1 ; (C): Flow Reversal t2 .

In order to investigate the interaction of vortices and interface dynamics, vortex structures need
to be identified in the flow field. In Figure 5 on the right-hand side the vorticity as obtained from the
velocity field is illustrated, corresponding to the same instances as shown on the left.
One can conclude from the vorticity distributions that vortices were located at the same spots,
where the eddies were roughly implied to exist with the velocity vector fields. In contrast to the vector
plots, the growing vortex structures along the gas–liquid interface became more obvious from the
vorticity field (e.g., Figure 5A). One can further conclude from the vorticity distributions that more
information about the shape and strength of the large eddies can be obtained compared to pure vector
plots, especially in Figure 5B,C.
Fields of FTLE− and LCS—Fields of the backward-in-time FTLE− for the same instances are
depicted in Figure 6. As pointed out previously, those fields enable the visual identification of LCS.
In the next section, additional information is presented about the sensitivity of FTLE− fields with
regard to a variation of ∆t. For now, a finite time of ∆t = 61.6 ± 2.8 µm was applied across all time steps
and geometric configurations in order to demonstrate the capability and strength of FTLE− compared
to velocity and vorticity fields. The temporal evolution of the vortices is also demonstrated by the
Videos S1 and S2. The database was the same for both videos. However, Video S2 is played in reverse,
which makes it easier to identify the root location of the flow instability causing temporal fluctuations.
Concerning instant A, the vector glyph representation was only capable of indicating variations
of the flow direction close to the phase interface. The vorticity field at this instant was dominated by
noisy lines. Vortex structures in close vicinity to the phase interface were difficult to see. In contrast,
the FTLE− fields revealed much more about the vortex structures near the phase interface. From the
transient evolution of the LCSs as indicated by FTLE− , it can clearly be concluded that an instability
was initiated at the beginning of the gas–liquid interface, which led to the formation of small eddies
due to the intense shear. These eddies then grew in size along the interface and were advected with the
gas flow. These observations imply that a Kelvin–Helmholtz-type instability developed at the interface,
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which affected the boundary dynamics significantly. From the green line in the boundary layer of
the gas flow right below the solid boundary, one can even conclude that the vortex formation in the
shear zone emerged from exactly there. The superiority of FTLE− fields became even more obvious in
the regions where the liquid film experienced back-mixing, and where ligaments were formed (see
Figure 6C). The vorticity field indicated only noise in these regions.
Note also that there were significant overlaps between the vorticity distribution and FTLE− fields.
This was particularly true for the very large structures. The smaller the vortices were, the more difficult
was the identification of their location and dynamics from vorticity fields only. FTLE− fields were
found to be more capable of revealing finer structures, which were disguised in the instantaneous
velocity field or in the noisy vorticity field. These results demonstrate that FTLE− fields are better
suited to capture the flow dynamics of the gas–liquid interface, and hence the underlying physics
behind the primary breakup in fuel spray nozzles.

(A)

(B)

(C)
FTLE- / 1e-3 s-1
0

20

40

60

80

100

Figure 6. Instantaneous FTLE− fields. FTLE− : Backward in time Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent.
(A): Balanced Condition t0 ; (B): Vortex Formation t1 ; (C): Flow Reversal t2 .

One can conclude that the illustrated results demonstrate the significant entanglement of vortex
and interface dynamics. This confirms the observations by Zandian et al. [30], which also lead to the
same conclusion. Furthermore, we demonstrated that these interactions could be captured and tracked
very easily by FTLE− fields. This method demonstrated a clear superiority in the identification of
vortex structures on all length scales, and in particular with regard to their temporal evolution.
4.2. Sensitivity of FTLE− -Variations of ∆t
The FTLE− field depends on the choice of ∆t. The higher ∆t, the more information from the
past is taken into account. If the integration time interval used in FTLE− calculations is too large
compared to the characteristic time scale of the flow, information must be expected to get lost due the
time averaging over a very large time difference. In contrast, if ∆t is too small, there is not enough
information present for a decisive analysis. In the current subsection, the influence of the choice of
∆t on FTLE− will be examined in two parts. In the first part, the sensitivity of FTLE− depending on
∆t is investigated with regard to the results presented in the previous section. In the second part, the
additive character of FTLE− in terms of the integration time ∆t is illustrated based on the growth of a
vortex in the gaseous phase detaching from the atomizing edge.
In Figure 7A, a FTLE− distribution in the vicinity of the fuel film is illustrated for ∆t = 6.5 µs.
For this value of ∆t, the field was very noisy and fine structures were not visible. Obviously, there was
not enough information about the time history available, or in other words the integration time was
too small.
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In Figure 7B a FTLE− distribution for ∆tre f as used in the previous chapter is presented for
comparison. It becomes obvious that there was much less noise and that the vortex structures of
relevance could be identified more easily. Whereas in Figure 7A, there was no void region extracted,
it became visible in Figure 7B. A void region occurred because of the presence of the inlet boundary. In
order to determine fields of the FTLE− backwards in time at a reference time t0 , the particles of the
same ID need to be located inside the domain also at t = t0 − ∆t. However, there were particles in the
domain at t0 , which were not present previously at t = t0 − ∆t. As no value of the FTLE− could be
computed for these particles, void regions occurred in the FTLE− fields close to the inlets due to the
lacking computability. The location of the void boundary region could be identified by filtering NaN
entries in the FTLE− field. The size of these void regions depends on the local flow velocity and the
integration time ∆t. As the integration time was globally the same for all particles in the domain and
only the local velocity varied, the shape of the void region in the bulk flow reflects the shape of the
velocity profile imposed at the inlet.
(B) Δtref = 64.9 µs

(A) Δt = 6.5 µs

Boundary void region
0

110

0

30

(C) Δt = 97.5 µs

220

0

20

40

60

80

100

1

2

3

4

5

(D) Δt = 648.8 µs

60
0
FTLE- / 1e-3 s-1

Figure 7. Fields of the FTLE− for different values of ∆t.

For even larger values of ∆t, as presented in Figure 7C, the size of the void region became even
larger. The order of magnitude of ∆t became closer to the characteristic time scale of the flow inside
the liquid phase. As a result, in Figure 7D, only structures inside the liquid phase were left visible.
In this case, the integration time became as large as required for the analysis of structures inside the
liquid film, which are not visible in Figure 7A–C. On the other hand, the information of the gaseous
flow was lost because the integration time exceeded the characteristic time of the gaseous flow.
The following illustrates the additive character of FTLE− fields in terms of time history. For this
purpose, the initial gaseous flow downstream of the atomization edge was analyzed at the early stage
of the simulation. At this time there was no fuel in the region downstream of the atomizing edge.
In Figure 8 (top), FTLE− fields in the vicinity of the atomizing edge at three different points in time
t1 , t2 , and t3 are presented. They are based on the same integration backwards in time ∆t. One can
observe how a vortex structure was formed downstream of the atomizing edge in the wake of the bluff
atomizing edge. It is marked by a white circle. For the sake of clarity the different points in time and
the corresponding integration times are illustrated in Figure 9.
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t2, Δt

t1, Δt

t3, Δt

300

150

0
FTLE- / 1e-3 s-1
100

t3, 5Δt

80

t1, Δt
t2, Δt
t3, Δt

60
40
20
0

Figure 8.

FTLE−

fields—influence of the integration time.

In Figure 8 (bottom), the FTLE− distribution for time t3 based on an integration time of 5∆t is
depicted. The positions of the vortices were equally captured as in the field of FTLE− , which was based
on an integration time of ∆t. However, it becomes obvious that for 5∆t more historical information is
contained in the representation. The meanders of the vortex as visible at t1 and t2 were contained in
the center of the vortex at t3 for 5∆t only (see Video S7 for the temporal evolution), whereas they were
not visible for ∆t. This is reasonable because the information about the time history was unavailable if
the integration time was just ∆t. Nevertheless, some information about the spatial history of vortices,
such as how they are being advected in very small time steps, is lost when larger integration times
are deployed.

5 Δt
Δt

Δt
t1

Δt
t2

t3

Figure 9. Timeline—variation of ∆t at different reference points in time.

With regard to the analysis of the interface dynamics in the close vicinity of the film, one can
conclude that there is an optimal value ∆topt at which the vortex system can be captured depending on
the characteristic time scales of the flow. If there are different characteristic time scales in the flow, such
as the time scale of the liquid ∆tliquid and the gas flow ∆t gas , there are different optimal values for ∆t.
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For ∆t  ∆topt the FTLE− field was noisy and did not contain enough historical information about the
vortex formation. If ∆t  ∆topt , the information about the vortex dynamics was averaged out in time.
Furthermore, as presented in the second part of the subsection, more historical information about the
vortices was present in FTLE− fields for larger values of ∆t, although some local events with shorter
lifespans may be lost. Additionally, depending on the size of the computational domain, the local
flow velocity, and ∆t, there might be void regions in which no FTLE− values can be computed as the
particles do not exist at t = t0 − ∆t.
4.3. Influence of Nozzle Geometry on Primary Breakup
In the previous section, it was shown that FTLE− fields are capable of shedding light on dynamic
vortex structures at the gas–liquid interface in fuel spray nozzles. In this section, the temporal evolution
of FTLE− fields for the geometries “II” and “III” (Figure 4) is presented. The objective is to demonstrate
the opportunity of tracing the influence of geometric variations by analyzing FTLE− distributions.
The first modified case was almost identical to the base case design. The only difference was the
addition of a cavity upstream of the fuel injection location. FTLE− fields for four different instances
are presented in Figure 10 (left), in which the added cavity is also visible. As can be seen from the
figure, eddies formed inside the cavity (Figure 10A). Some of them stayed inside the cavity, but some
also left it and were advected towards the gas–liquid interface. After reaching the prefilmer, they
interacted with the developed Kelvin–Helmholtz-type instability described in the previous section. It
was observed that vortices interacted with the interface in different ways under the developed flow
conditions. While the eddies originating from the cavity were being advected with the gaseous flow,
vortices either passed below the interface instability as presented in Figure 10B (left) or they merged
with the eddies formed by the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability at the phase interface. It was seen that
when the advected vortex originating from the cavity was advected below the vortex layer of the phase
interface, it could suppress the growth of boundary instabilities as depicted in Figure 10C. At certain
instances, on the other hand, the merge of cavity and boundary vortices may lead to even larger vortex
dispersions in the cross-stream direction, as illustrated in Figure 10D. The temporal evolution of the
vortex dynamics is demonstrated by the Videos S3 and S4.
It should be highlighted that only one large vortex was found to be developed in the reference
case (Figure 6), while the addition of the cavity to the nozzle design may have caused the formation of
two large eddies as presented in Figure 10D.
The examples illustrated in Figure 10 can be considered as evidence for the suitability of FTLE−
fields for monitoring the variations of the nozzle geometry and, thus, the interface dynamics.
The second modified geometry III also exhibited a cavity upstream of the fuel injection location,
but had a narrower fuel inlet area. Several FTLE− fields for this configuration are shown in Figure 10
on the right. It can be concluded that the gas–liquid interface of the nozzle with the narrower slit
was much more stable than in the previously presented designs. Most vortices created by the cavity
were found to be carried away below the vortex boundary, as presented in Figure 10B (right). In
other words, cavity vortices were observed to encapsulate the boundary layer vortices, leading to two
parallel vortex layers below the interface. In rare occasions, however, cavity vortices were also found
to interact with the interface instability as in other cases (Figure 10D). Nevertheless, the merging of
these vortices always happened towards the end of the prefilmer, and had a much smaller impact
on the liquid film flow than in the cases with the larger slit. The temporal evolution of the vortex
dynamics is demonstrated by the Videos S5 and S6.
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Figure 10. Instantaneous
fields: (left) Wide slit with cavity; (right) Narrow slit. (A): Vortex
detaching from cavity; (B): Vortex passing; (C): Vortex merging boundary layer at phase interface w/o
interaction; (D): Vortex merging boundary layer at phase interface with interaction.

It should be emphasized at this point that all FTLE− fields presented in this study were generated
by using fixed integration times. In fact, different vortices are expected to have different lifetimes, so
the integration time should be selected accordingly for a proper identification of vortex structures.
This difference in time scales might also create a diffusion effect in the calculated FTLE− fields if the
integration time is too long. In other words, several vortices might be superimposed or completely
extinguished in the visualized FTLE− fields. Nevertheless, the results of this study indicate that it is
still possible to obtain highly resolved FTLE− fields even if the integration time is constant for the
problems under consideration.
The current investigations revealed that vortices show strong dynamic interactions with each
other. In other words, the properties of these structures are not only determined by their own, but
also affected by other vortices which are present in their vicinity during their lifetime. FTLE− fields
are shown to be capable of identifying unique insights with regard to complex vortex structures near
the gas–liquid interface, such as instantaneous vortex dynamics, how eddies form, grow, merge, and
extinguish around the interface. Hence, FTLE fields can be utilized to track down the influence of
operational conditions and/or geometric variations on the interface dynamics with a good resolution.
This is of significant importance for understanding the dynamics of primary atomization as well as for
identifying the source of instabilities.
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5. Conclusions
In this study, the interaction between the gaseous and liquid phase inside a fuel spray nozzle
of aero-engines was analyzed by investigating Lagrangian-coherent structures in the gas flow as
predicted by the SPH method. The LCSs were identified based on backward-in-time finite-time
Lyapunov exponents FTLE− .
The main findings of this study are the following:
1.
2.
3.

The transport of LCSs can effectively be captured by SPH and identified by means of FTLE−
fields at a fixed integration time ∆t.
Investigating the dynamics of LCSs in the gaseous phase helps to understand the momentum
transfer from the gas to the liquid phase, leading to disintegration.
Suppressing LCSs by a modification of the fuel spray nozzle geometry leads to a suppression of
time fluctuations in the fuel flow emerging from the nozzle.
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Abbreviations
CFD
Computational Fluid Dynamics
FTLE Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent
ITS
Institut für Thermische Strömungsmaschinen
IVD
Institut für Visualisierung und Datenanalyse
LCS
Lagrangian-Coherent Structure
SPH
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
Nomenclature
η
Regularizing parameter
κ
Isentropic coefficient
λ Eigenvalues
ν
Kinematic viscosity
ρ
Density
τ
Shear stress
φ Flow map
C Right Cauchy–Green tensor
F Gradient of flowmap
L Tensor for Kernel correction
b
Arbitrary vector
c
Speed of sound
~f
Volume forces
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h
Smoothing length
m
Mass
n
Dimension
p
Pressure
Q
Arbitrary matrix
~r
Distance vector
t
Time
V
Volume
~v
Velocity
W Kernel
~x
Position
Operators
∇ Gradient
∆
Difference
⊗ Dyadic product
hi SPH discretization
Subscripts
a
Particle a
b
Particle b
back
Background
ab
Difference between particles a and b
gas
Property of gas
liquid Property of liquid
nom
Reference for EOS
opt
Optimal value for integration time
re f
Reference value for integration time
0
Reference point in time
1, 2, 3
Indices of certain times
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